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This report w-as prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the Bureau of Standards
under research authorization formulated and recommended by the subcommittee on aero-
dynamics and approved by the National Advkory Committee for Aeronautics.
During 1925 the assumption of an isothernd atmosphere vvhich was in general use as the
standard for the dibration of aMmete-rs in the United States was replaced by a standard
atmosphere -which assumes an altitude-temperature relation closely corresponding to the aver-
age of upper air obser~ations ai latitude 40° in this country. ‘The same standard atmosphere had
already been adopted somewhai earlier in the United States as the aircraft performance standard.
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics TechnicaI Reports Nos. 147 and 218 give
necessary constants, tables, and information. IIowa-rer, neither of these reports includes all
of the tables required for the computation of ac.tmd altitudes nor those readiIy suitable for use
in calibrating altimeters, since the altitude intermds for which data are given are not sfficiently
smal.I. The present report has been prepared specifically for these purposes.
The formulas which defie the standard atmosphere are given in this report, together with
other formulas giving the corrections to be appIied to the standard altitude in order to obtain
the actuaI altitude when the necessary observations of pressure and temperature are awdable.
The tables necessary for the use of this standard atmosphere in calibrating altimeters and
in computing altitudes form the principal part of this report. In Table I are given the standard
altitudes at pressure intervals of 0.1 millimeter of mercury in the range 87 to 200 millimeters
of mercury and at intervaIs of 0.2 miJ.Iimeter of mercury in the range 200 to 790 millimeters of
mercury. In Table II standard altitudes are given at interwds of 0.01 inch of mercury in the
range 3.4 to 31.09 inches of mercury. In Table III are given the pressure in inches and miW-
meters of mercury, the temperature, the mean temperature, and the corresponding isothermal
aItitude at every 500-foot interval of standard aItitude in the range – 1,000 to -+50,000 feet.
Temperature corrections for use in computing aItitudes from observed pressures and tempera-
tures are given in Table IV.
An example of the computation of actual altitude from the necessary observations of pres-
sure and temperature is also iduded.
INTRODUCTION
In the isothermal atmosphere which had been used for calibrat~g ahimeters in the United
States previous to 1925 the air k assumed to be at a temperature of -F10° C. at EL aItitudes.
(Reference 1.) This atmosphere represents a~erage atmospheric conditions quite accurately
up to an altitude of approximately 12,000 feet, and hence, as long as aircraft did not exceed this
altitude, the altimeter reading was an approximate measure of the actual altitude. The ceiling
of aircraft no-iv far exceeds 12,000 feet, and on accounk of the low temperatures corresponding to
these altitudes the assumption of an isothermal atmosphere at +-10° C. no longer even approxi-
mates the actual average conditions, so khak altimeters calibrated to this atmosphere rLolonger
closely approximate the aGtual conditions.
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A new altimeter calibration standard approximating a.ver~ge atmospheric conditions up
to at least 50,000 feet was proposed at a conference held in December, 1924, at which the fol-
lowing organizations were represented: Bureau of Aeronautics of the United States Navy,
Air Service of the United States Army, Nationid Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Bureau
of Standards, United States Weather Bureau, and the National Aeronautic Association. The
standard atmosphere which was proposed by this conference for use as an altimeter calibration
standard has since been adopted by the organizations represented at this conference.
THE NEW STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
The standard atmosphere adopted as the new altimeter calibration standard has also been
adopted as the standard for aircraft performance in the United States. The standard atmosp-
here is defined by an altitude-temperature-pressure relation in which an arbitrary altitude-
temperature relation is assumed. The aItitude-temperature assumption of this standard, a
sIight modification of that proposed by Toussaint (Reference 2), is extremely simple and approxi -
mates the average observed variation of temperature with aItitude at Iatitude 40° in the United
States (Reference 3). The standard atmosphere is defined completely in National .4dvisory
Committee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 218, “Standard Atmosphere—Tables and
Data,” by W. S. Diehl. The important formulas in this Iast report are also given here for the
sake of completeness, together with the expression for the temperature correction to be used
in computing actual altitudes from pressure and temperature observations. Absolute tmnpera-
iures are equal to centigrade temperatures plus 273.
Symbols relating to the standard atmosphere:
Z= Standard altitude.
Z,,= AItitude at the Iower limit of the isothermal layer.
T= AbsoIute temperature of the air at altitude Z.
T.= Standard sea level temperature in degrees absoIute.
T~=Mean temperature of the air coIumn below aItitude Z in degrees absolute.
T~E5=Mean temperature in degrees absokte for ZSS.
p= Pressure of the air at altitude Z.
po=Standard sea level pressure.
Symbols relating to actual okeroations:
H= Actual altitude.
Tna=The mean temperature, computed from observations, in degrees absoIute.
C= Altitude correction due to deviation of the actual from the standard mean
temperature.
p= Pressure of the air at aItitwde H.
p.= Standard sea level pressure.
Formulas relating to standard atmosphere:




log G To _Oaz
a= 0.0065000 for Z in meters,
=0.0019812 for Z in feet.
(6) At the Iower Iimit of the isothermal layer—




Z~~=35,332 feet= 10,769 meters,
Tm~~=251.378° absolute.
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Forrnuk relating to standard afmo.spLere—Contirmed.
(c) In the isothermal layer—
T= –55° C.=218° absolute. (4)
(d) For all standard altitudes—












(f) For formulas (6) and (8)–
.K~)= 19,413.3 for Z in meters.
=63,691.8 for Z in feet.
p0=760 mm of Hg. =29.921 in Hg.




Attention should be called to the fact that -whether the mean temperature T~= in formula
(8) is an harmonic or an arithmetic mean depends entireIy on the data from which T.a is to be
computed. If the air temperatures are available for different actual altitudes then the harmonic
mean temperature must be computed (Reference 4). This case occurs only infrequently.
men the actual altitude is to be computed from the follom”ng data obtained in-flight, the arithmetic
mean h invariably used. II the air temperatures corresponding to various pressures are ob-
served, then the temperatures may be plotted against log p or log $ for determiningg the mean.
If instead, the altitudes indicated by an aItimeter calibrated to an ~othermaI calibration stand-
ard are a-wdable, then the temperatures may be pIotted a@nst these altitudes directly. An
example of this method of computation is given under the heading ‘(Computation of Altitude
from Pressure and Temperature Observations.” If altitudes indicated by an altimeter cali-
brated to the new calibration standard are given, these altitudes should be converted to iso-
thermal altitudes by means of Table 111 and the temperatures plotted against these isothermal
altitudes.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TABLES
The method of computing “the tables was as foIIows: I?or even standard altitudes dtietig
by 500 feet in the range – 1,000 to +50,000 feet, the air temperatures, mean temperatures,
and then the pressures were computed h six signi.flcant figures. The results were checked by
1T!Je values of K adopted far the akimeter calibration standard &Ear in the last place from the values given in h’. A. C. A. Tecbnksf Report
h’o. 218, but the diEerencea are amsdf enongh to be ignored.
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the method of differences. The standard altitude was then computed to one digit beyond
those given in the table for the pressure range of Table I for every millimeter of mercury. The
mean temperatures corresponding to every millimeter of mercury were secured from graphs of
the computations of the mean temperatures and pressures for the 500-foot intervals of altitude.
The altitudes corresponding to the values of pressure in tenths millimeters of mercury were
found by interpolation. The altitude-pressure table with the pressures in inches of mercury
was obtained hy conversion and interpolation. All tables were checked by the method of
clifferences. The accuracy of computation of Tables I and IT is within 1 foot at the lower
altitudes and 2 feet at the higher altitudes.
Table I.—Altitudes are given at pressure intervals of 0.1 millimeter of mercury in the range
87 to 200 millimeters of mercury and at intervals of 0.2 millimeter of mercury in the range 200
to 790 millimeters of mercury.
Tab?e 11.—Akitudes are given at pressure interwds of 0.01 inch of mercury in the range
3.4 to 31.09 inches of mercury.
Talie 111.—The pressures in inches of mercury and millimeters of mercury are given for
every 500-foot interval for the range – 1,000 to +50,000 feet. The temperature of the air at
the altitude and the mean temperature of the air column bekm the altitude are also give~ for
each altitude. Furthermore, the altitudes corresponding to ihe pressures are also given for an
isothermal atmosphere at a temperature of + 10° C. The values of the latter are rounded off
to the nearest 10 feet. Since the vahes of the pressures are rounded off from computations
extending to six significant figures, it will be found that the pressures in inches and in milli-
meters do not always exactly correspond.
Table lV.—The temperature corrections (to be added algebraically to a standard altitude
Z to give actual altitude H when the actual mean temperature differs from that of the standard
atmosphere) are given for a useful range of mean temperature for each 2,000-foot interval of
standard altitude up to 50,000 feet.
COMPUTATION OF ALTITUDE FROM PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS
Standard aWu.de.-The atmospheric pressure is measured simtitaneously by suitable means
at the surface of the earth and at the level of the aircraft. The standard altitude above the
ground level is obtained by subtracting the altitude corresponding to the pressure at the sur-
face from that corresponding to the free air pressure at the aircraft level, as given in either
Table I or H.
Temperature cor?’ection.-The actual mean temperature of the ~ir column extending from
the ground to the level of the aircraft will rarely be the same as the corresponding mean ten~-
perature for the standard atmosphere, In computing altitudes accurately it is necessary to
determine the actual mean temperature and to apply a correction to the indicated or standmd
altitude depending on this temperature. (Reference 5.}
To obtain the actual mean temperature of the air column the temperature of the free air
at successive levels should be plotted against corresponding values of log ~U (or log p) If
the observations of temperature correspond to values of p obtained from an aneroid barometer,
it is convenient to plot values of log p as abscissas. The altitudes indicated by an altimeter
calibrated to the old isothermal standard are proportional to log $, and so if such altimeter
readings form part of the observations they can be plotted directly. If altitudes indicated
by an altimeter calibrated to the new standard given in this paper form part of the observa-
tions, these altitudes should be converted to isothermal altitudes by means of Table HI of
this report (or more easily by either Table I or Table H of this report and Bureau of Stand-
ards Aeronautic Instruments Circular hTo. 3) before being plotted. The curve thus obtained
is subdivided into equal divisions of isothermal altitude (or Iog p). The number of divisions
is determined largely” by the number of observations and the ac;&acy of the data.
metic mean of the air temperatures at the middle of each altitude division gives
The aritll-
the actual
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mean temperature. The correction in Table IV corresponding to the mean temperature thus
found and to the standard altitude is the desired temperature correction. The correction rnwt
be obtained @Jinterpolation between the nezt higher and the next lower altitudes in Table IT.
Actual a7tzk2e.-The actual altitude His the sum of the standard altitude and the tem-
perature correction, proper attention being given to the sign of the la.tfier. See equation (7).
EXAMPLE OF THE COMPUTATION OF ACTUAL ALTITUDE
Data.—Pressure of air at surface: 29.54 inches
of mercury.
Elevation of surface above sea level=
800 fed.
Pressure of air at IeveI of aircraft: 12.22
inches of mercury.























































Qonvpufafion.s.-The temperatures have been pIott.ed against isothermal altitude in Figure
1. The ‘&aph has been di~ded into 2,OOO foot ‘&ervals-and the mean temperature of-the






Sum of the mean temperatures of the intervak 0–24,000 feet ---------------------- -1-47.0
47.0
Mean temperature of air column below .24,000 feet, in ‘C=- ____ ------- ________ +3. 9
0.2 X17.5
Mean temperature of air column below 24,200 feet= ~3.9, in “C– 24 ~ ---- ---- +3. s
AItitude correspond@ to 12.22 in. Hg. (Table H) ---- ____ -------- ______________ 22,775




















Standard altitude, in feet ----- ------------------------------------------ 22,421
Temperature correction corresponding to ~3.8° C. and .2.2,421 feet (Table IV)------ +986
Actual altitude above solace _________________ ___________________________ 23,407
E1evation of ground swface __________________________________________________ ~800
Actual altitude above sea level, in feet ____________________________________ 24,207
424.ss!327-2(3
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TABLE I—Continued
.4LTITUDE-PRESSURE TABLE—FEET-MILLIhIETERS-Conthned
1’,pmm o I &1































































































471-)94 ‘ 47073 / 47052 ; 47032
46S66 46S45 [ 46S24

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































154 I 3S116 , 3E+102



















































































164 ‘ 799 7S6
165 [ 671 659 .
-—
195
3607136121 ~ 3610S [



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21337 ~ 21323 ~ 21~Xl:
266 251 ~
194 ‘ 180 j 166
123 : 109 ; 095
21052 : 21038 21024
20982 ~ 20968 ~ 20953
911 897 ~ 883
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21:;: : 21;97; 1 21959
886
842 ;:: I 813
769 740









625 610 ; 596
552 538 t 524
481 466 ! 452
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TABLE I—Continued




































































































































































































































































































9018 ~ 612 : 5869 j 5861
8970 ; 613 5826 , 5811
8923 614 , 5783 ~ 577<
8875 1 5739 ~ 5731
8828 ~ g;g : 5696 , 56Sl
8780 ; 617 5653 564<
8733 618 5610 5601


























































































































































































































































3429 3421 ; 3413
3389 , 3381 ~ 3372
3348 3340 , 3332




























5991 ; 59S2 5965 3060 ~ 3052





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































irwhe~ 1 O.CHI : 0.01 : 0.02I







































































































































































































































































































































































41330 : 41290 ; 41250
40931 40892 , 40S53
540 502 463

































































































































































32001 31;w~ ; 3194s
31736 684
474 44s ~
31214 3118S \ 31%
30957 30931 \ 30906
702 , 677 ; 652
449 424 I
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t 2790S ~ 27SS5
702 , 6S0 : 657
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TABLE 11-C.lent inued
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TABLE 11—Continued
ALTITUDE-PRESSURE TABLE–FEET-Ih’CH ES—Continued
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TABLE 11—Continued






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































50,000 3.44 I 87.3 I –55. o ; –32. 4 ~ 59, 100




























—24 259 ~ 493
—23 ; 252 ~ 479
–22 ~ 245 ‘ 465















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1>016 1; 292 /
1, 083 ~ 1,367 ~

















VaIues above the zigzag line are to be subtrs,cted; those beIow, to be added.





ture, “c. ‘ z~~Z’,lxo , 26, W3
Standard altitud in feet
































2, 323 ; 2, 327
2, 232 ; 2, 227
2, 141 2, 128
2,050 ‘ 2, 029
1,959 , 1, 929
2,297 ; 2, 233































































1, 675 / i: 4s3
1,532 ; 1,330
























1, S6S I, S30
1, 777 1, 730




1, 542 I, 416
1,434 1, 299





















1, 326 1, 1s3
1, 21s , 1,066
1, 110 ~ 949














































































1,053 : 1; 420 : 1; 7s7
1, 197 i 1, 573 I 1,949
1, 341 : 1, 726 2, 111
1, 4s4 1, S79 2, 273
1, 62S : 2, 031 2, 435
—
I











1, 915 [ 2, 337 ! 2,759
2,059 ; 2, 490 2,921
2,202 : 2, 643 3, 0s3
2,346 2, 795 I 3, 245
























































1, 4S2 ! 1, S51
1, 590 ; 1, 967
I, 69S I 2, 0s4



















I> S66 -_.__ -___. _______ -;---------
1, 957 ---- _--_, ________ i---------
2, 04s _._- _-_- _________ ~-–—___










--- —---- ,-- _---l --------
I .%I
Values above the zigzag Iine are to be subtracted; those beIo-w to be added.








4(J,000 42,60) 44,c00 46,W0
1- 48,0im - ~o,m
–40 ; 2.262 2.124 L 987 L 849 1, 711 : 1! 574
–~g \ 2; 100
– 38












1; 513 1; 366





–32 966 755 544
–31 j
333 I 122 ~-



























156 ~ 101 357—.
272 538
16: ’44; ~ 71s !
330 898 i
492 785 “
654 956 ;;%: I






1, 620 ! ““ 1, 941
1, 800 ~ 2, 130 I
1, 980 ~ 2,320 I
2, 161 I 2, 509
2,341 ~ 2, 699 !
2, 521 I 2, 888
2, 702 ~ 3,078 !
2, 882 I 3,267 :
3,062 L 3,457









































~ p; ~ 3,010 . . . . . . ..- ------------------- ---------
3, 181 --------- ------------------ ---------
2:921 i 3,352 i--------- ---------------: -- ---------
~ :); i 3,524 I t--------- --------- --------- -------
3,695 ‘------- _-!--------- !--------- ---------
3:407 3,866 ~--------- l_------- _~-_-------l ---------
Values above the zigzag liue are to be Subs,tracted; those below, to be added
